A History of Fender Amps
(As documented by Wikopedia)
1953 Fender Champ in tweed
covering, wide-panel cabinet

Fender Amplifiers have a long history. Leo Fender began building guitar amps before he started
manufacturing guitars. The first of these amps were the K&F models, which were produced between 1945 and 1946. The original Fender amps were tube powered, and the company also started
producing solidstate models in the late 1960s.

Different Styles of Fender Amps
K&F
The K&F amplifiers were the first "Fender" amps made. They were made by the K&F Manufacturing Corporation, which was run by Leo Fender and Doc Kauffman[1]. Most of the amps were
finished in a "gray crinkle" finish. The finishes were baked in the Kauffman family oven. They
were made in three different sizes, 1x8", 1x10", and 1x15". They are all very rare today, and few
have survived.

Woodie
The Woodie Fender amplifiers were made between 1946 and 1947. They were the first Fender amplifiers made.

Tweed
The Tweed Fender amplifiers were instrument amplifiers made in tweed covering. The tweed was first used on Fender amps in 1948.
The Fender company stopped using the tweed covering on all amplifiers, except the Champ, in 1960. Fender last used the tweed on the
Champ in 1964. The tweed covering was also used on Fender's guitar cases in the 1950s.[2] The tweed cloth started out as a single color
off white fabric, moved to a horizontal stripe two tone pattern and finally a diagonal two tone tweed.
This era is distinct not just for the covering, but also the construction of the amplifiers: the chassis are mounted to the back with the tubes
pointed down, as opposed to having the chassis mounted on the top of the cabinet. This has the benefit of providing ease of access to the
inside while providing a strong top.
At the beginning of the tweed era, Fender constructed its cabinets in "wide panel", where the top and bottom panel is wider than the side.
Fender later on constructed them with "narrow panel", in which all the panels have more or less the same width. Toward the end, despite
keeping such construction, Fender utilized tolex to cover its amps.
Aside from reissues and Customs series, Fender's Hot Rod series is the only modern line that uses such construction.

Blonde
The Blonde Fender amplifiers were produced between 1960 and 1964. The blonde amps included all of the piggyback Fender amps (the
Tremolux, Bassman, Showman, and Bandmaster) and a few of the combo amps, including the Twin amp. Two different colors of grillcloths were featured on the blondes, oxblood and wheat. There are several experimental Fender Tweed amps in blonde.
The first time the blonde tolex was used on a production amp was on the Showman. The following quote is featured in "The Soul Of

Tone" by Tom Wheeler.
"We didn't really have a wrapping for the amplifier head, but I needed to use it that night and the only thing he (Leo
Fender) had was that cream [tolex], and Leo says, "Oh my God, don't let anybody see it because they are going to
want it 'cause you're playing on it, but it's gonna stain with coffee and cigarette butts." -Dick Dale
While the majority of the piggybacks were produced in blonde tolex, there are a few examples of the brown tolex Bassman amplifiers.

Brownface
The Brownface Fender amplifiers were introduced in 1959 and discontinued in 1963. This period marked the beginning of
Fender's use of Tolex to cover amp cabinets. Most of the brownface amps featured a "wheat" grille cloth. Some of them also came
with a dark maroon or "oxblood" grill cloth.
There were many notable accomplishments for the company's amplifier division during these years. Namely, the introduction of
the stand-alone spring reverb unit in 1961, followed by the subsequent incorporation of the reverb circuit within a combo-amp
design with the 1963 Vibroverb. Other notable accomplishments of this period include the shift of the top-of-the-line model from
the traditional Twin-Amp to include other models, like the Vibrasonic Amp in early 1960, as well as the blonde Showman Amp in
1961. Also worthy of note are Fender's employment of the silicon rectifier to reduce heat caused by tube recitifiers, as well as the
advancement of the vibrato circuit which many feel to be at its best during these years. For all of these innovations however, these
years are most recognized for the various color combinations the amplifiers wore--brown tolex with yellow or "wheat" grille cloth
being the most common.
The shift from the tweed design to tolex occurred in limited production in 1960. The tolex on the earliest versions in this era was
pinkish brown and rough textured. There were only 6 amplifiers covered in tolex originally, and they were called the Professional
Series: Bandmaster-Amp, Concert-Amp, Pro-Amp, Super-Amp, the Twin-Amp (production halted Feb-May 1960, resumed as the
blonde Twin) and the Vibrasonic-Amp. These were considered a step above the student models (Champ, Harvard, Deluxe, Princeton, Vibrolux) which remained tweed-covered in 1960. Grille cloths were initially the same as those used in the previous tweed era
(i.e.: maroon with gold stripe). Beginning in mid to late 1961, Fender introduced another color combination: a smoother but still
light brown tolex with a dark maroon or "oxblood" grill cloth. By mid 1961, after this short-lived look, Fender is using the darker
brown tolex which was a mainstay for many of the mid 1961 to 1963 amps. Between 1961 and 1963, there were three different
grille cloth colors: wheat, brown, and maroon and many tolex-grille color combinations are found suggesting that Leo Fender and
Co. was not hesitant to use up whatever stocks of materials were on hand. This mode of operation would seem to extend to the
electrical components as well given that it is not uncommon to find actual production amps that vary from the published schematics.
Variations of Fender's circuit design appear to have spiked in the tweed-to-tolex transition from 1959 to 1960. Many of the earliest
brown amps from this period have a combination of features uncommon for production amps. To start with, the sharp cut of the
upper-front edge of the cabinet is a feature that distinguishes most of the 1960 brown Fenders. This was caused by not using a
router bit along this edge during the finishing stages of the cabinetry. A router was later employed giving the tolex amps from approximately 1961 onward a more common rounded upper edge. Another interesting feature of these early brown amps is the unusual "center-volume" array of control nobs—reading "BASS-TREBLE-VOLUME" from left to right—which appears to have
been a feature of the 6 Professional Series of amps between approximately January and May 1960. Afterwards, this was changed
to the order we still find today (VOLUME-TREBLE-BASS). A feature that coincides with these "center volume" Fenders is the
plugged "pulse adj." would-be jack or control feature on the back panel. Suggestions as to what this control may have been were
published in Vintage Guitar Magazine in the late 1990s.
As the brown-era wore on, the plight of the smaller, student model amps was varied. They all remained in name at least except for
the 1x10" Harvard which was not continued through 1961. The 1x8" Champ-Amp remained a tweed-covered through 1963 and
into 64 when it made the change to black tolex. The 1x10" Vibrolux amp remained a tweed amp until it was upgraded in 1961 to a
single 12" speaker powered by a duet of 6L6 power tubes and a larger output transformer. Also upgraded from tweed was the
Princeton-Amp which acquired its brown tolex in 1962 along with a larger speaker array: 1x10". The Deluxe-Amp remained as
well, however its upgrade was largely aesthetic as it remained a 2-6V6 powered single 12" speaker voiced amplifier.
Another aspect of this period of Fender Amplifiers can be found in the new amplifiers which made their debuts at this time. The
Concert-Amp came to fill the demand for a tolex 4x10" design so ably filled by its predecessor the Bassman. The Showman Amp
was designed with Dick Dale in mind. Its interleaved output transformer and top of the line JBL speaker(s) made it a formidable

presence at the time. Its blonde tolex and head and cabinet design made it a harbinger of changes on the horizon for Fender Amps.
Following its lead, the Bassman-Amp as well as the Bandmaster-Amp were covered in blonde and changed from combo amps (all
in one) to the new head-and-cabinet design. The year 1960 saw the end of the 3x10" combo with the short-lived, center-volume
Bandmaster. The JBL speaker upgrade points to concerns that had been mounting at Fender since the debut of the hi-powered 80
watt Twin Amp in 1958. Speakers of the era were unable to keep pace. Another new design, the 1x15" Vibrasonic-Amp featured a
Lansing speaker and was temporarily touted as the flagship of Fender Amps in early 1960. This leads us to perhaps an interesting
moment of brown-era Fender Amp history: the mystery of the brown Twin-Amp.

Blackface
The Blackface Fender amplifiers were produced between 1964 and 1967. The first (1964) blackface amps had white knobs. After
1964 the amps had skirted black knobs. The blackface cosmetics were discontinued in late 1967; they returned for a brief period in
1981 before their discontinuation the following year.
Blackfaced cosmetics do not necessarily mean "pre-CBS" since the CBS company takeover took place in 1965 and amps with
blackfaced cosmetics were produced up to 1967. After the buyout the front panels were changed from "Fender Electric Instruments"
to "Fender Musical Instruments". No real changes were made to the amps until the silverfaced amps of 1968 where certain circuit
changes made them less desirable than the blackfaced amps. This affected some models more than others. For example, the Twin
Reverb and Super Reverb combos, along with the Dual Showman Reverb and Bandmaster Reverb "piggyback" heads were
equipped with a master volume control and a pull-out "boost" circuit for distortion while other models such as the Deluxe Reverb
were not altered in any way except for the change in cosmetics.
Silverface cosmetics do not necessarily denote silverface circuitry, however. Leo Fender was notorious for tweaking his designs.[3]
During the transitional period from late 1967 to mid 1968, the circuit designs of the Twin Reverb and Super Reverb were altered to
eliminate an uncommon but serious oscillation in the signal chain. These changes took some months to finalize, as Leo worked
through some designs, and happened after the cosmetic changes. Furthermore, the schematic and tube charts that shipped with these
models did not always reflect the actual circuitry. Fender had many leftover AB763 (blackface) tube charts left over well into 1969,
and shipped these charts with Silverface models.
Save for a few series (such as HotRod series), a majority of modern Fender amplifiers sports blackface cosmetics.

Silverface
Fender Silverface amplifiers were built between 1967 and 1981. They are often referred to as Silverface (or Chromeface) because
of their brushed aluminum face plate.
The first Silverface amps manufactured between 1967 and 1969 had an aluminum frame (trim) around the grillcloth, mid-1960s
"tailed" amp logos and the AB763 blackface circuit. All of the Silverface amps had blue labels on the face plate, with the exception
on the Bronco, which had red. Some transitional models produced before the "tailless" period in 1973 featured the AC568 circuit,
still retaining the tailed Fender amp decal introduced in 1964.
In 1973 CBS changed the "tailed" Fender amp logo to the modern-looking "tailless" style (which was first introduced in 1967 on
the student Bronco amp) and added a "Made in the USA" script on the bottom side three years later.
All Silverface models usually came with a sparkling silver/blue grillcloth (some later models had a non-standard sparkling silver/
orange grillcloth). The Silverface control face plate was discontinued in 1981 and the 2nd series of the blackface amps designed by
Paul Rivera were produced.[4]
Fender made a limited-edition Mini-Twin practice amplifier modeled after the mid-70s Twin Reverb models in 1996. The Silverface Edition MT-10 had the authentic look right down to the grill cloth. This 1-watt Twin featured 3 in. speakers, "skirted" style
Fender knobs for Gain, Volume, Tone and Power and included a tilt-back stand.

II Series
The II Series (two series) Fender amplifiers were produced from 1982 until 1986. Many of the designs for these amplifiers came
from Paul Rivera and are known as Fender Rivera era amplifiers. Some amplifiers in the series used the II moniker such as the
Deluxe II and Twin II while others such as the Concert and Super Champ did not. Many of these amps had the normal Fender clean
sound and in addition a switchable mid voiced gain channel designed to compete with the Mesa Boogie Mark series amps that had
gained popularity at the time. See the Ampwares Fender Amp Guide at http://www.ampwares.com/fender.asp or the II Series sche-

matic page at http://www.geocities.com/twoseriesfenders/index.html. Most of the tube amps in the series feature point to point wiring and are also becoming sought after collectors items due to the design and construction. There were also some solid state amplifiers using the II moniker also but without the same tonal qualities or collectibility.

Red Knob
The Red Knob Fender amplifiers were produced from 1987 until 1993. These were some of the first models produced by the newly
formed Fender Musical Instrument Corporation. These amplifiers, named for their bright red control knobs have a slightly similar
appearance to the older Blackface cosmetics, having black control panels with white lettering and the late 1970s "tailless" Fender
logo with the "Made in USA" script. Many of these models were simply refitted with black knobs and early 1970s "tailless" Fender
logos without the "Made in USA" script in 1996 when most Fender amplifier manufacturing moved to the Ensenada factory in
Mexico. This series of amplifiers all used printed circuit board construction, and the tube amps are notoriously difficult to service.
The Red Knob amps, with their high gain channels, had their own sound, not much like the older classic Black and Silver Face designs.

Popular Fender Amps
Bassman
Twin Reverb
Champ
Bandmaster
Deluxe Reverb
Pro Reverb
Super Reverb
Tremolux
Showman
Vibroverb

